GRADUATE ACADEMIC ANALYST TRAINEE 2019
If you enjoy guiding and helping others to achieve their success and dream
If you are good at academics and have high regard for teaching
Then, Graduate Academic Analyst Trainee will help you devise a career that is not just routine software or coding or business process
outsourcing. A corporate, professional role which is data and analysis intensive and requires a great sense of responsibility and discipline. A job
that is executed from a modern office with advanced software, data processing and communication technologies. A job that requires continuous
learning, interacting with a variety of people and is full of intellectual and academic challenges every single day. A job that requires you to
continuously learn and sharpen your knowledge and skills in the subject. A role that leads to a growing career in academic development and
leadership. If you have the ability to analyse situations using various data and can communicate that understanding accurately, clearly and
patiently to create impactful change, then this job might be the one you have always been waiting for. If you have prepared for or taken a test
like GRE, GMAT, CAT, GATE, XAT, SAT, IELTS etc and enjoyed the process, take a look at the jobs below.
GAAT is the starting point of a promising career that depends more on your studious, academic, analytical, responsible, service-oriented and
helpful nature than on any other factor or your expertise in Engineering or Programming.
Job Openings
S.No

Function/
Designation

Job Role / Key Activity/
Results Expected

A

Graduate
Academic Analyst
Trainee - Verbal

Student Facilitation & Analysis

GAATV

B

Graduate
Academic Analyst
Trainee - English
GAATE

Helping Online Students Improve
their Verbal Reasoning Skills

Target
Annual CTC
5.4 LPA*
(4.2L + 1.2L)

Make students successful and
happy
Student Facilitation & Analysis
Helping Online Students Improve
their English Language
Make students successful and
happy

5.4 LPA*
(4.2L + 1.2L)

You fit this role if you are :
Good at English, Read a lot of fiction & non-fiction,
Have a strong Vocabulary and good at interpreting
data/graphs. Can write up your thoughts clearly and
cogently. An unusual engineer who can also delve into
literature, play with words and understands the role of
language in reasoning.
Enjoy helping others towards success.
Really good at English - all forms - Listening, Speaking,
Reading, Writing, Grammar, Vocabulary, Fluency and
perhaps even poetry!
Like to help others improve their English Language,
regardless of where they stand currently. A grammar Nazi
without guns, flags or salutes but with the tact and deep
understanding to help people self-correct.
Enjoy helping others towards success.

* Target Annual C.T.C includes Fixed C.T.C : 4.2 LPA + Performance based variable C.T.C : 1.20 LPA. A high performer can aim for a CTC of
upto 5.40 L upon confirmation

About the company
Valued Epistemics the provider of brand GREedge.com, Online Academy is a Chennai based education technology firm founded and managed
by alumni of IIT, IISc, Purdue. GREedge.com (www.GREedge.com ) is the leading provider of Online Training for GRE with thousands of
students across India. The unique method developed by GREedge enables a student to study online anytime, anywhere while still getting the
deep, individualized support and attention of a personal trainer. GREedge uses scientific data, advanced technology and analysis to help the
student gain a better score. Launched in 2008, GREedge has quickly grown to a leading position and is known for its quality and the high scores
of its students. GREedge aspires to be a global, online brand in technology driven education. The company seeks ambitious, enterprising fresh
graduates for various roles in its expanding departments. To know more about us visit https://www.greedge.com/about-GREedge
Selection Process
Selection Process will consist of online tests, two rounds of interviews, evaluation of past achievements and reference checks.
Extensive Training & Development is a part of the probation period, which can last upto 6 months. The role offers strong, progressive
organizational career growth paths for good performers.
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